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Background & policy context:
Part of the subprogramme TPT-2008.0.0.1 Assessing disruptive effects of extreme weather events on operation and performance of EU transport system. The WEATHER project dealt with weather extremes. It consisted of an assessment of impacts on transport systems and hazards for European regions.

Objectives:
The WEATHER project aimed at adding to the current state of knowledge on the impacts of extreme weather events on economy and society in total and on European transport systems in particular.

Methodology:
The project started from the broad picture of climate scenarios and broke them down to specific regions. Economic growth models were applied to study the impacts on economy and society and the inter-relations between transport and other sectors. The vulnerability of transport was assessed mode by mode, including infrastructures, operations and intermodal issues. Best practices in emergency management were identified by studying the numerous damage cases worldwide and options for adapting to more frequent and/or more extreme weather events were assessed.

A particular focal point of the project was to quantify expected damage, emergency and adaptation costs and the benefits of improved emergency management and adaptation. Moreover, the project set out to identify policy options to implement the recommended measures and demonstrate the competitive potential and the innovation power of a European lead market for adaptation and emergency management technologies and policies.

The toolbox of the project consists of literature review, targeted interviews, workshops, cost accounting models and case studies. The project had a duration of 27 months. The team consisted of eight leading transportation research institutes all having well founded experience in the core research fields of the WEATHER project.
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Key Results:
The project provided key findings and solutions in three thematic blocks:

Damage Accounting
The WEATHER project worked on the issue of transport exposure to weather extremes for 30 months, touching different issues from impact assessment over emergency management and adaptation options to governance and policy questions. Across Europe, the main findings were that impacts on the transport sector are moderate on average, but show particularly critical hot spots. These are mainly floods in mountain areas and impacts on railways. Efficient adaptation and crises management can significantly reduce costs, but requires skilled personnel and well elaborated communication and response plans across institutional, company and governmental levels. These findings are confirmed by the project case studies and a series of reports from our international panel.

Adaptation Policies
- Strategic Level Tools: Offer tools to decision makers to determine priorities among multiple contingency alternatives by evaluating consequences from propagating risks across the 'networks of networks' (NoN).
- Better Preparedness: Identification of best practices and tools for emergency preparedness and response and minimising disruption to services of the transport networks operators.
- Easier Communication: Introduction of a harmonised holistic approach for preventive measures and risk assessment
- Means for Policy: Provide the means to develop an integrated transportation security policy.

Specific Cases
In total six case studies were selected for reviewing local issues of climate adaptation in Europe: ‘Flood of 2002 in Eastern Germany’, 'Summer heat 2007 in Southern Europe', 'Flooding of the rail link Vienna – Prague in 2006', 'Windstorm Xynthia in 2010', 'Heavy snow on mountainous roads in Italy in 2004' and 'Rhine shipping during the 2003 summer heat'. Local specificities, lessons learned and long-term adaptation strategies were discussed. The case studies provide recommendations of better emergency management, adaptation measures and policy implementation on a local level. In summary, the case
studies highlight that efficient communications structures, coordination of the involved authorities, strict maintenance of protection systems, intime information on upcoming disasters, and the development of contingency plans for people and logistics nods as well as timely, direct responses are fundamental for a successful emergency management.

**Policy implications**

It was concluded that the key actors in promoting adaptation activities in transport planning and general protection are the European Union and national governments. That conclusion is in line with the assumption that the public interest and thus the interest of the policy makers in improving the resilience of transport infrastructures and services against climate extremes is significantly higher than the knowledge 'powerful' actors have of the issue. Therefore, fostering climate change adaptation in transport planning and general protection should mainly rely on regulatory policy instruments in order to maintain a sustainable change in behaviour.

Regarding infrastructure investments and technology it can be expected that the private sector is more reluctant to get involved (and invest) in policies/measures with long-term planning (because of additional costs). Thus, the basic strategy to promote climate change adaptation in terms of infrastructure and technology is to implement regulations, such as building codes and technology standards. Nevertheless, regulation of this adaptation area should be accompanied by incentives in order to avoid negative feedback and improve the efficacy.

**Strategy targets**

An efficient and integrated mobility system: Secure transport

Documents:

- Newsletter #1 (Other relevant documents)

STRIA Roadmaps: specified

Transport mode: Multimodal transport

Transport sectors: Passenger transport, Freight transport

Transport policies: Digitalisation, Environmental/Emissions aspects

Geo-spatial type: Other